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The inaugural session of the short term course on “Data Science with Python” on 19 February, 2019

was graced by Er. Rajesh Trivedi, Chairman, Er. P.K. Chaurasia, Honorary Secretary, Er. V.B.

Singh, Member of Council of U.P. State Centre of IEI, Mr. Saurabh Bharadwaj and his team from

TechieNest, Prof (Dr.) V.K. Singh, Director, BBDNIIT, Prof(Dr.) Bhavesh Chauhan, Director,

BBDNITM, Prof(Dr.) Apoorva Anand, Dean(Engg) BBDU, Prof(Dr.) Ahmad Ali, Dean (Applied

Science) BBDU, Prof Reena Srivastava, Dean (MCA), BBDU, Prof S.K. Maurya, COE, BBDEC,

Prof Amresh Kumar, COE, BBDNIIT and all the HODs of BBDNIIT. This occasion heralded a

historic moment in the journey of the college which promotes socio-techno-intellectual qualities in

the students as well as encourages them on their quest for knowledge.

The event started with the welcome address which was followed by the lighting of the lamps by all

the dignitaries and the presentation of bouquets to the eminent guests. The keynote address was then

delivered by the Director of BBDNIIT, Prof (Dr.) V.K. Singh who underlined the importance of



workshop in imparting education par excellence by providing ample opportunities to the students

for pro-active learning.

The short term course on Data Science with Python was a two day learning session on the 19 th and

20th of February, 2019 for the students of BBDNIIT of all the branches from second to fourth year.

Data science is the study of where information comes from, what it represents and how it can be

turned into a valuable resource in the creation of business and IT strategies. Mining large amounts

of structured and unstructured data to identify patterns can help an organization rein in costs,

increase efficiencies, recognize new market opportunities and increase the organization's

competitive advantage.



The data science field employs mathematics, statistics and computer science disciplines, and

incorporates techniques like machine learning, cluster analysis, data mining and visualization.

Today, data science has far reaching applications in many fields, both academic and applied

research domains like machine translation, speech recognition, digital economy on one hand and

fields like healthcare, social science, medical informatics, on the other hand. It affects the growth

and development of brand by providing a lot of useful information about consumers and campaigns.

Thus, realizing the need of the hour this informative workshop was organised by TechieNest in

association with NITTTR, Chandigarh.

The students were taught a wide range of topics from the very basics to the advanced level where

the students developed face detection based music application that worked on the principles of

machine learning. The students learnt the following in the two day workshop:

 Environment Setup of Python

 Python Environment Variables

 Basic Syntax of Python

 Python Identifiers



 Quotation in Python

 Command Line Arguments

 Data Type in Python

 Python libraries such as

 Numpy

 Pandas

 Matplotlib

 Open-CV

 Scikit-learn

 Machine Learning Basics

 Data Science Basics

 Types of Learning in Machine Learning-Supervised, Unsupervised and Reinforcement

The students developed a music application using Data Science and face detection technique

to control the play and pause function.

The students thoroughly enjoyed the workshop which was enthusiastically conducted by Mr.

Saurabh Bharadwaj and his team. It ended with a photograph session and the students went

back with enlightened minds. The success of this workshop would not have been possible

without the support of our Director Sir and HODs of all the departments of the college.


